
NACFT AGM MINUTES 2020

Name Agenda VOTE

Apologies Received from
Francis Burns, Kenny Morgan, Johnny Miller, Craig Lawrence, Simon
Fleet, Steve Paul,

Online
Neil Barrett (Chairman), Sian Mercer (Secretary), Vicki Moreleigh
(Treasurer), Alex Burrows (Vice Chairman), Reuben Newsome (Vet
Liaison), James Wilson and Nick Bell (Speakers)

Neil Chairman's Welcome N

Sian Minutes from AGM 2019 - no matters arising were recorded N

Neil Introduction of  NACFT CPD days
- Give details on outline of day
- Key players involved

- Nick Bell?
- Owen Atkinson?
- Vet?

- When we wish to start
- CPD

- First Aid
- Electrical care
- Zoonosis
- Nutrition & effects on lameness - Jon Huxtable?

- Classed a Bi-Annual Check Day = Cat 1

Y

Neil Live Q&A
Slido questions - answered Live

Would the CPD days cost the members extra? Or is it part of the
membership? Anonymous

NB - There will be a cost involved - not sure what that will be yet, no profit
to be made, money will be fed back into the NACFT to make it a better
Association.

What about days that the farmers / customers can go to and learn more
about what we are doing and get them more involved? Anonymous

NB - Absolutely. The options are endless and want to start with trimmers
and build on your knowledge and then invite others in - as long as there is
demand we will share what you do.



It was talked about over the years that attendance of the annual Conference
should count towards CPD points P Goodland
NB - Yes - it should be and be part of it.
AB - Yes - infrastructure towards CPD points - as part of Licensing should
be encouraged as part of CPD Days.

Vote
As an NACFT member I agree with the proposal that NACFT put on their
own CPD days in conjunction with CHSCB which entitles me to remain
as a Category 1 foot trimmer.
- Yes
- No

Outstanding Vote of 100% Yes

Y

Neil CHCSB - want to build relationship - united front
- CHCSB would like their Spot Audit days to be classed as Check

Day = Cat 1 status
- Potential to be members of both Associations

Y

Neil Live Q&A
Slido Questions answered

Quite prepared for chsb members audit to qualify them for cat 1, as long as
it's reciprocated - Anon
NB - can’t comment on CHSCB but hope we can work together and it will be
reciprocated.

Will the nacft cpd days eventually come up to the audit standard of the
chcsb? - Anon
NB - Yes - As we want the NACFT to be best it can be and be for ALL foot
trimmers in the UK.

Can we get a check day organised for Northern Ireland soon? The last one
was cancelled two years ago I haven't heard of one here since… - Anon

NB - Yes definitely - have been talking to Francis Burns about this - and
hope you will be the first when we have the new NACFT CPD days.

Vote
As an NACFT member I agree with the proposal that CHSCB Spot
Audits give CHSCB members NACFT Category 1 status if they wish to
be members of both Associations
- Yes
- No

Y



Vote: YES - Agree CHSCB can have Cat 1 status.
87% Yes
13% No

Neil NACFT Committee
- Standing Down?

- Anthony Ross
- New members?

- Ant Thomas
- Vickie Standing down
- It was hoped a new Treasurer would be in place in October.

Y

Neil Live - Propose and Second - Slido 2nd

NB - Thank you to Ross Anthony who has been on the Committee
for many years.
NB - Vicki Moreleigh - thank you for all your hard work with sorting
out the accounts and all your hard work.

NB - Antony Thomas - to join the Committee, based in Cornwall,
active on social media.
Thomas Morris & Barry Davidson & Nick Bell - Second Antony Thomas
onto the Committee

Sian UK Cattle Lameness Conference
- 18 & 19 March
- Hotel & farm based
- Sponsors remain in place
- Speakers TBC (potential travel restrictions)

Sian Neil Slido - Q&A

Would it be possible to see and learn about white line method.its not
recognised over here but would like to see the method and why behind it all.
Tom Morris
SM - CPD or Conference?
Either thanks sian. In person and practical would be good to see. I'm here to
learn and want to see all methods regardless recognised or not. Tom Morris

I thought that had long since been superseded by Licenced Trimmer - Anon

Sian New NACFT Website
- Removing Find A Trimmer
- Replaced with a List of Trimmers in areas



- Cat, Qualifications and Check Day to be included
- No more Members Area
- Any detail changes to come through secretary
- Easier to use
- Membership and other payments made on-line

Sian Neil Slido - Q&A

Hi again, some of us are not tech  Savvy, because we are old farts but this
has worked well. I have made a payment by bacs before has this changed? -
Anon

Will all invoices be by post or email and have the bank details like before. -
Terry Burdon

Licenced Trimmer licences issued - P Goodland

I think they meant that we were meant to be getting rid of the categories for
trimmers and just being licensed or not licensed? Alex Burrows

I see people advertising as a category 3 trimmer as if it’s a qualification,
farmers don’t know what it means. Chris Brooker
NB - Absolutely right - we need to have everyone as Qualified or Not
Qualified

There are some trimmers around that have done the courses but are not
members and will not do check days. How can we sort this? Terry Burdon
NB - Really good question - well one of things I am doing - I have written a
letter to all the milk buyers, Red Tractor, all those related to the dairy
industry to highlight the importance that all trimmers are qualified - 3
prong approach, mobility and foot bathing - welfare etc. Who trims your
cows and are they qualified as part of the Farm Assurance Scheme. Need
to support people who invest in themselves. Trimmers earn good money
and should train and invest in themselves.

Sian New NACFT Membership No
- NACFT-1-001
- To be used on all transactions

Sian Neil Slido - Q&A

What’s the difference between the categories? - Ant Thomas
Cat 1 - Dutch Dip qualification  & BiAnnual check days
Cat 2 - Dutch Dip passed but BiAnnual check days slipped

- Dutch Dip training complete but not passed
Cat 3 - Does not exist



Will we get our numbers again as I’ve mislaid mine - Terry Burdon
SM - Yes! Will email again.

Vickie Update on Accounts - Feb 2019 - Feb 2020

Vickie Neil No Questions

Neil Standing Orders to be CANCELLED
- Members will be INVOICED
- Payment via BACS or On-line

Neil Live
Slido questions answered

Invoice system is by far a better method - Anon

Neil Introduction to  speakers

Reuben
Newsome

Vet Update
- Potential new Defra rules - what do they mean?
- Response to letter NACFT sent

N

If we were working alongside a vet, how would it work if your farms are
covered by multiple practices? Anon
RN - This is not finalised - very early stages - talks will probably be a
couple of years and then the House of Commons. ‘Vet led team’ - no
trimmer is having to work with a vet if don’t want to. Trimmer can just have
a relationship with multiple vets as does the farmer.

Nacft has had a code of practise for many years - Anon

In conjunction with Carl Padgett BCVA, should be one of the pillars of
NACFT practise - P Goodland
NB - Yes absolutely - lots of work when into that and will be used when we
go and talk about this.

James
Wilson

The Role of the Digital Cushion in the Development of Claw Horn
Lesions

- Update on findings from his PhD

N

James Has there been any recent research on nutritional effects on lameness?
Anon



JW - Not particularly - mainly through BCS rather than feed composition.
Difficult to draw comparisons between lameness and nutrition.

High yielding cows losing weight! - Anon
JW - Lameness in a disease of high production - more likely to lose
condition and if losing condition more likely to suffer lameness in the
future.

Should we as foot trimmers be recording condition score? Anon
JW - Yes - if have the facility and knowledge to do so, if mobility scoring
regularly do condition at same time.

Should cows be condition score 4 at drying off? Anon
JW - No - lose condition in early lactation - predisposed to future
lameness.

Pre-Conditioned to management conditions of the farm, post 100 days of
calving. Is there an optimum time that heifers can be pre-conditioned to the
farm? Alex Burrows
JW - Pre weaning - run over different terrains. Normal and treatment to
compare the 2. Culled the calves and feet passed through MRI scam -
manipulate pad - move over different terrains -builds development of the
cushion. What does this mean for a lameness outcome? What happens
later on? Is cushion bigger. Train calves to cubicles from a younger age -
harder feet and used to cubicles - increase lying time and robust feet.

Owen
Atkinson

Reinstating Healthy Feet Programme
- Why and what does this mean

N

The whole economic viability of the industry is the reason the uptake is low -
Anon

NB - The full programme might seem a bit expensive but that’s where
Healthy Feet Light gives farmers an affordable first point to see return on
investments. One sole ulcer saved pretty much pays for the full
programme. Need farmers to build confidence.

Nick Bell Foot trimmers listed on Healthy Feet website
- Why has this come about

N

How are you going to regulate the 31% in-house foot trimmers -Anon
NB - think there will be a requirement on the farm to have someone who is
qualified to a higher standard - it seems remarkable that this isn’t a
requirement.

Yes. It makes sense - Anon

How will we regulate in-house trimmers? As long-term damage can be done
which we can’t fix - Tom Morris
NB - referred back to the letter he is sending out to milk buyers,
supermarkets about the importance of trained trimmers.



Will this stop the unregulated trimmers who don’t attend check days are
members of either organisation? Will this list eventually have powers to stop
them? Ant Thomas
NB - we haven't got the powers at the moment but hopefully will come
under the RCVS.

Please clarify how to register. Would like to get on it as it has been spoken
about for too long. . - Terry Burdon

David
Main

RAU L4 Trimming qualification
- Updates on DutchDip upgrade

N

NB - standard of hoof care has been raised, and is great to have.
Some trimmers are reluctant to take time out of their diary for a
week but good to have the trimmed down version.
NB - Thanked Nick for all his time and help to the NACFT and for his
continued support.

Neil Any other business? N

What about those that did the nptc qualification which is City & Guilds?
Terry Burdon
NB - It is recognised - thank you for your question Terry - it is an excellent
qualification.

NACFT - Do we change Categories to Licensed and Not Licensed?

NB - should we go ahead with the Conference in March or postpone to the
Autumn.  Or virtual?
AB - need to be aware of the situation that we are in at the moment.

There being no further question the meeting ended (no end time recorded)


